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DaqBot - Betdaq Trading Software
Overview
Looking to start trading on BetDaq [1] and already have FairBot to trade on Betfair? DaqBot is the
product for you! Using the already proven sophisticated technology that gives you top of the range
betting facilities on Betfair, the same look and feel of FairBot can now also be applied to BetDaq…
Why win on one exchange when you can win on two!
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If you are already a BetDaq user, or a native Betfair site user who also wants to exploit BetDaq, then
DaqBot can help you to improve your performance by giving you many facilities that are not
available to you on either of the exchange sites. All events covered by BetDaq are immediately
available and the main improved facilities for your use are listed below.
Features:

The Ladder Interface - This allows the user to display prices vertically, and instantly react
to market movements by placing or cancelling a bet with just one mouse click.
"Keep bets" support. This allows the user to have unmatched bets automatically transferred
to in play bets.
Ability to refresh any event to as low as 0.2 second intervals, much quicker than Betdaq
itself.
Stake buttons for the Ladder interface, including the NET button. This allows you to set and
use predefined stakes when betting or trading on the Ladder interface.
Ability to place single bets or trades with only single mouse click.
"Greening Up" feature - This allows you to equalize a current profit or a current loss across
all selections.
Price movement charts directly on the main screen for each contender.
"Moving Average" and "Bollinger Bands" charts on contender details screen.
"Fill or Kill" tool for single bets and for trades. It allows you to cancel unmatched bets
automatically after a predefined number of seconds.
Conditional betting - place opposite bet (Back or Lay) only if a previous bet was matched.
Dutching feature (this is a technique for Backing multiple selections in the same event for
an equal profit if any one of them wins).
"Drag & Drop" feature for the Ladder - this allows the user to amend the odds of unmatched
bets by dragging bets up or down the ladder.
Set your own Back and Lay stakes and profit margin.
Bet on any odds market, including "in-play" events.
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Ability to cancel all Unmatched bets using single mouse click.
Optional bet confirmation and checking screens before and after placing bets.
"Smart Bets" allow you to calculate stake to get maximum profit on your betting exchange
trades.
Display the 1st 2nd and 3rd Favourites as dictated by the market on Betdaq.
A countdown clock showing the time remaining before the scheduled start of an event.
Full Betdaq API support. This protects DaqBot from any future changes made to the design
of the Betdaq web site.
Internet traffic compression.
Friendly user interface.

Download Free Trial (2.57Mb) [4]
* Binteko Software reserves the right to charge for the software in the future
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